
Visualpower Dual maintenance outdoor SMD water-proof aluminum 

module design 

 
Advantages of aluminum modules: 
1, Thin and light  weight design: 
Module thinest thickness is 8mm, the maximum thickness is 12mm, module weigh is only 406g, 
only 3/5 of ordinary LED module weight (Normal 660g); 
2, No deformation of mask 
Full aluminum mask with a special force design and aluminum metal surface coating treatment can 
mask the sunshine exposure and keet hot and cold punch decade no distortion, no fade, no aging, to 
ensure long-lasting perfect display effect, Module without mask deformation can avoid the mosaic 
effect; 



3, High brightness and easy installation 
7000cd per square above, clearly visible in direct sunlight, Cabinets can work without fans. Each 
modules can be used in outdoor environment, Modules can even use magnetic bolts for installation, 
easy to build a whole display in short time. 
4, The module can be "water immersion" super reliable waterproofing effect 
Both the front and the back of the module is sealed with aluminum frame, which can make sure the 
module is completely water-proof, even in boiling water without leakage to the inside of the 
module. 

 
Module immersed in boiling water for 10 hours, no water leakage 
5, Aluminum modules, unique thermal design 
Aluminum module has six radiating surfaces, the entire module is a big shell aluminum radiator, the 
heat generated by the module directly dissipates, without built-in fan forced cooling cabinet. 
Compared to traditional modules at full brightness condition, this design is 10 ℃ less. All 
electrical components sealed in the aluminum frame, which can avoid sunshine, dust and water, 
which can gives the module a longer life.  

 
 



6, A higher level protection agaist dust, water and fire: 
 By using all-aluminum modular technology, the IC and PCB are hidden inside the aluminum 
frame, which can make it water, dust and fire-proof, Protection level can reach IP66, fire can reach 
B1 level. 

 
7, More energy efficient: 
The traditional products of single module current is 5.5-6A, our aluminum module is 4.8A without 
losing brightness, which saves at least 12% of electricity. 
8, Using black package LED lamp, high contrast ratio 

 
The left one is white leds, the right one is black leds. 

Reference specs data 

P6 dual maintenance led module 
Pixel Pitch 6mm 

Density（Dots/㎡） 27777 

 Pixel pitch  6.mm 

Cabinet pixels  32*32 

Size of module 192*192*12 

Cabinet resolution 96*96 

Standard cabinet weight 32Kg/㎡ 

Simple cabinet weight 11 Kg/㎡ 

Composition of pixel 1R1G1B 

  Package  SMD3230 

Driving method 1/8 scan 

Brightness  ＞7000cd/㎡ 

Whole modules is sealed by 
aluminum mask and bottom frame 
Power and signal port are also sealed 
to be water-proof 



Horizontal view angle  140° 

 Vertical angle of view 90° 

Range of visibility  2-150m 

 Average power consumption 500w 

 Max power 900w 

Refresh Rate  200-3000HZ 

 Frame frequency > 60  

Malfunction dot of whole 

display 
 1/million 

 Working voltage AC110-220V±15％ 

Lifespan ≥ 80,000 hours 

Circumstance   -30℃-+60℃/90%RH 

 Protection class  IP65 

consumptionSystem 

defenses 

Anti Moisture, anti-dust, anti-high temperature, anti-corrosion, anti-burning, anti-static, anti-

vibration, anti-lightning 

  

P8 dual maintenance led module 
Model No.  P8（SMD3in1） 

Density（Dots/㎡） 15600 

 Pixel pitch  8.mm 

Cabinet pixels  32*16 

Size of module 256*128*10 

Module weight 370g 

Cooling method Aluminum surface cooling, no need fans or air conditioner 

Composition of pixel 1R1G1B Black LED SMD3230 

Driving method 1/4scan 

Brightness  ＞7000cd/㎡ 

Horizontal view angle  160° 

 Vertical angle of view 120° 

Range of visibility  6-150m 

 Average power consumption 500w 

 Max power 950w 

Refresh Rate  2000-3000HZ 

 Frame frequency > 60 

Malfunction dot of whole display  1/million 

 Working voltage AC110-AC220V±15％ 

Lifespan ≥ 80,000 hours 

Circumstance   -30℃-+60℃/90%RH 

 Protection class  IP67 level both front and back 



Protection 
Anti-Moisture, anti-dust, anti-high temperature, anti-corrosion, 

anti-burning, anti-static, anti-vibration, anti-lightning 

 P10 dual maintenance module 

Item Specs 

Pixel Density（dot/㎡） 10000 

Pixel pitch 10mm 

Module resolution 16*16 

Module size（L * H * W） 160*160*10(mm) 

Module weight 280g 

Pixel Configuration SMD 1R1G1B 

LED lamp package SMD3230 black face 

Driving mode 1/4 scan 

Brightness  ≥7000cd/㎡ 

Horizontal viewing angle  160° 

Contrast ratio 2000：1 

Vertical viewing angle 120° 

Viewing distance 3-200m 

Average Power consumption 470w/sqm 

Maxi power consumption 900w/sqm 

Refresh rate 2000-3000HZ 

Frame Frequency ＞60/s 

Working Voltage AC11V-AC220V±15％ 

Life span ≥80,000 hours 

Working temperature -30 ℃-+60 ℃ 

Cooling method No need fans or air conditioners 

Protection level IP67 

 

 



Installation and maintenance method 

Solution: by the totally water-proof outdoor P8 module and magnetic bots 

 

Fix the magnetic bolts to the back of the module, each module has six magnetic bolts. 

And then fix an iron bar on the surface of the installation surface at the interval of the module width which 
is 256mm, here is the structure of the steel bars 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Steel bars 

Magnetic bolts 

Water-proof led 
module 

U shape slot on the steel 
bar to fit the magnetic 

bolts and avoid slidding of 
the module 

Remarks: 
The LED module has a certain weight, 
to avoid left and right direction sliding 
and falling out, we need to make a U 
shape slot on the steel bars, in this 
way, the magnetic bolts head will be in 
the slot to prevent movement of the 
modules. 
And when doing repair, the modules 
can be detached easily from the front 
side. 
All Power supplies and control cards 
will be placed behind the modules in 
water-proof box and fixed on the 
installation surface. 



 
Power supply and control cards enclosed in water-proof box and placed behind the led 
modules, thus the whole display will be water-proof. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Each module connected to the box by flat cable and power cable 

 
 

 

 

 
Key parts brand: 
PSU: Meanwell or other brand 
Control cards: Novastar or other sync. System 
LED Chip: Epistar 
LED lamp: Black package LED lamp, high contrast ratio 
Installation frame: iron bars to connect the magnetic module 
Key parts CE certified for EU market. 
Package by polywood case 

 

Power/control card box 

connection of the power and signal water-proof here, 
each module connect to the power/control card box, the 
power/control card box will be fixed on the installation 
surface behind the modules 


